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Abstract: In the paper the Author examines some highlighted elements that related to Air Power, however these usually are not merely Air 

Power specific attributes. Also, they cannot be, because one of the utmost priority of Multi-Domain approach is to unify, almost melt the 

services or components together. The highlighted topics of the paper are an envisioned command and control system, the Air Force roles in 
MDO and targeting considerations. 
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1. Introduction 

By today, Multi-Domain Operations (MDO) has become the 
most widely discussed way of warfighting against a near-peer 

adversary during the discourse of military science of the Alliance. 
In a former paper of the author the essence of MDO has already 

been discussed [1]. Now this time, proceeding forward in this topic 
the aim of this paper is to present, explain and summarize some 

elements of MDO regarding Air Power or Air Component. The 
author is motivated on the one hand because of his profession and 

field of research, and on the other hand because Air Power creates 

effects in all domains: land, sea, air, space, cyberspace and in the 
electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) as well.  

In the above mentioned article the main focus of this 

warfighting concept has been articulated: calibrated force posture, 
multi-domain formations, and convergence. In other words, to be 

able to create the proper effects to achieve a specific goal, the 
eligible part of the forces and means should be employed; a 

versatile, resilient and potent task force needs to be created; and a 

synchronized, cooperative or rather synergistic, and efficient 
command and control system. 

2. Joint All-Domain Command and Control 

In a large scale conflict, command and control (C2) systems 

would face great challenges due to the speed and complexity of a 
war against near-peer adversaries. MDO concept was initiated in the 

US Army as a response to the threat posed by Russia and China. If 

the US military starts to think about such change in their 
warfighting paradigm following the former war on terror and 

irregular warfare, the whole Alliance should at least follow the 
upcoming trend. Clashing with such a gigantic enemy requires the 

above mentioned, quasi almighty C2 system, so that should be 
synchronized, synergistic, and efficient actuating structure. To 

realize simultaneous cross-domain operations will require a new 
approach to battle management and the supporting C2 architecture 

required to rapidly find, fix, and finish large sets of mobile 

adversary targets. Today, such synchronization at speed is difficult 
if not impossible. [2] 

There are initiatives that aim and/or envision these 

requirements. We can find such vision specifically out of the Air 
Power or as a joint proposal as well.  For first, take a look at the 

initiative of the Air Power. The Advanced Battle Management 
System (ABMS) is the U.S. Air Force‟s latest effort to create a 

next-generation C2 system. ABMS proposes using cloud 

environments and new communications methods to allow Air and 
Space Force systems to share data seamlessly using artificial 

intelligence to enable faster decision making. The Air Force 
describes ABMS as its effort to create an internet of things, which 

would allow for sensors and C2 systems to be disaggregated from 
one another (counter to how the Air Force has traditionally 

performed C2). This program is the Air Force‟s contribution to the 

DOD‟s Joint All Domain Command and Control (JADC2) effort 
focused on modernizing DOD decision making processes for 

combat operations. The Air Force has performed five events to date 
to demonstrate the new C2 capabilities it hopes to eventually field. 

The demonstrations‟ scope covered data transmission using cloud 

computing solutions; detection and destruction of simulated cruise 

missiles; utilization of tanker aircraft to perform tactical C2 by 

relaying data from older, fourth-generation fighters to newer, fifth-
generation aircraft; linking allied nations into combined air 

operations and also testing allied capabilities to perform long-range 
strike missions while simultaneously utilizing aircraft for airbase 

defense missions. [3] 

In 2019, the Doolittle Series specifically examined Multi-
Domain Command and Control (MDC2) with the hypothesis that: 

The Air Force must modernize rules, responsibilities, relationships,  

authorities and tactics, techniques and procedures to effectively 
command and control MDO to converge air, space, and cyber 

capabilities to meet the challenges of these contested domains. 
Doolittle Series used an assisted table top exercise format with three 

teams: 

 Team #1 was to maintain the “Status Quo,” 

organization and policy, but was allowed to tweak the 
current C2 architecture.  

 Team #2 was to be the “Status Quo Redesigned” 

team. It was encouraged to modify “within the box” 
the current C2 architecture and use likely technology.  

 Team #3 was “Clean Sheet Unconstrained” by present 

policy and encouraged to look at technology within 
the realm of the possible. 

Here, the emphasis is rather on the findings of Team #3. Team 

members have found that the benefits of a C2 system that serving 

MDO might be: component commanders of a campaign are 
unconstrained by geographic constraints; AI-maintained combat 

plans and orders enable expedited planning cycles, flexible 
targeting, faster data-to-decision makers, and repetitive simulation 

war-gaming; effects driven accomplishment of flexible, tailored, 
and AI-informed operations across all levels of competition and 

conflict, unifies allies, and incorporates all domains. As with any 
structure, this also can have shortcomings like: MDOC network 

infrastructure introduces additional center of gravity critical 

dependency; risk to mission/force are distributed between standing 
and campaign commanders; administrative and authority 

complications due to vast amount of stakeholders. [5] 

Of course, there is an initiative that goes beyond one single 
service‟s needs. Synchronization at great speed requires highly 

complex, unifying decision making and C2 system to satisfy and 
exploit all the services/components. Such endeavor is called joint all 

domain command and control (JADC2). Moving toward true MDO 

will necessitate drive development of a new approach to C2, as the 
existing approach is still a system of deconfliction rather than a 

system of integration. [2] 

On the one hand creating fresh decision making and C2 systems 
is a tabula rasa, provides new opportunities and allows constructing 

out of the box solutions. On the other hand, developing and 
operating robust and truly integrated C2 systems shall require 

getting over a number of significant setbacks. These consist of: 

absence of common force design; platform-centric procurement; 
service-based leadership and operations; inadequate emphasis on 

C2 and technological provincialism. For JADC2 enhancing 
interoperability and connectivity across systems might be critical 
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enablers. C2 is not just about situational awareness, it is about how 
and by whom decisions are made. Creating new technologies and 

implementing new know-hows will not be enough for JADC2 to 
succeed, changes in perceptions of operation, authorities, and 

organizational paradigms will also be needed. Prior to turning 
JADC2 into an operational reality, it must decided which guiding 

core tenets can then be used as a foundation for experimentation 

and prototyping. These guidelines ought to be like: organization 
around role; active “task brokering”; task effectiveness assessments; 

interoperability enabled by exchanging a minimal amount of 
structured, high-impact information across a diverse set of users; 

artificial intelligence for operational decision making; context-based 
demonstrations for situational understanding. [2] 

In 2019, Air Combat Command Directorate of Plans, Programs 

and Requirements asked RAND Project Air Force to examine and 

recommend opportunities for applying JADC2. As it was mentioned 
before, JADC2 as proposed integrates the planning, tasking, and 

assessments of operations across the domains of space, information, 
cyber, air, land, and sea. The study criticizes the current 72 hours 

long air tasking cycle (ATC), saying that it works well in such fairly 
steady-state operations as a strategic bombing campaign; strikes 

against static, dug-in forces; support to preplanned ground 
operations; etc. [6] It should be stated that 72 hours is a whole 

cycle, where 48 hours are for planning and coordinating and 24 

hours are for the execution and assessment of air operations. 
Additionally, according to the regular battle rhythm not just one 

cycle is in progress at a time, but three. The execution of a cycle is 
in progress all the time, and two others are in planning phase (see 

Fig. 1.). 

 

Fig. 1.: Air Tasking Cycle progresses related to each other. 

The case the above occurs during a conflict, but under 
competition (as MDO labels the peaceful state of the days other 

than conflict) the quick reaction fighters must be airborne within a 
maximum of 15 minutes on a 24/7/365 basis. Additionally, by 

different methods the reaction time can be further decreased. 

However, this capability has a mere air-to-air role, through Air 
Power military capability can be projected just in a few minutes. 

During a conflict a specific (smaller or larger) unit of aircraft might 
be tasked against time sensitive targets (TSTs) with air-to-air, air-

to-surface, kinetic or non-kinetic roles enabling the Alliance to react 
and than to act properly. 

Notwithstanding, as every structure the ATC and the system of 

air C2 could be further developed, upgraded of even redefined; not 

all the good practices and know-how are outdated. As during all of 
its history, Air Force and Air Power were always most effective 

against centers of gravity (COG). It is the capabilities and 
composition of the opposing party, which rather defines how 

sophisticated our C2 system should be, not the characteristics of the 
targets. Deliberate and time sensitive targets could be handled 

already and for a long time, but the Alliance should be ready to 
counter much more complex and potent adversary than it did before 

or in the last couple of decades. So even more complex and 

coherent forces ought to be generated, which are commanded and 
controlled by a C2 system that integrates the elements not just 

deconflicting them. This is how our forces shall transform from 
joint forces into multi-domain or as envisioned all-domain forces. 

To this end, cutting edge technology is desired like cloud 

computing, big data analysis, high speed data transfer, automation, 
artificial intelligence, digital and visual assistance and common 

situational awareness for the entire integrated forces; supported by 
the proper physical, cyber and electromagnetic protection. 

3. Additional Ideas for MDO Regarding Air Power 

From an airman‟s perspective Air Power and Air Forces are the 

closest to operate by MDO concept. Air Forces provide support in 

several ways to different services, or viewing through the lens of 
MDO: creating effects in several domains. Waging aerial fights to 

dominate the skies, conducting air-to-surface attacks to cause effect 
on ground and seas, Air Forces may even generate effects on 

underwater forces, on space capabilities or in the cyber and EMS as 
well. When we turn the previous thoughts around, Air Power 

capabilities are also present at different services: land forces, 

navies, special operation forces and so on, frequently possess 
aircraft or air defense assets. The aircraft may be fixed- or rotary 

winged, manned or remotely piloted, attack or utility craft. As a 
starting point, Air Power could be the minimum common multiple 

during the process of allied forces to generate multi domain force 
structures. 

In a publication the following can be found: traditional thinking 

that rigidly aligns domains and components (land with the Army, 

maritime with the Navy, and air with the Air Force) will not be 
effective in the future. The complexity of current and future 

operations requires breaking this pattern of thought in order to more 
seamlessly integrate the unique capabilities of each component to 

create the effects required to meet tactical, operational, and strategic 
objectives. Operations occurring in the land domain must consider 

effects in and through the air, maritime, cyber, and space domains, 
and vice versa. [7] The statement of the first sentence is evidently 

true, since both in practice and in the doctrines the cross-domain 

effects can be found for a long time. As an airman, the author 
remains at Air Power instances to illustrate these interdependencies. 

During counter air operations (fighting for air dominance) not just 
the Air Forces should struggle with the opposing Air Force, but any 

other services that can be employed: Land Forces, Navy, Special 
Operation Forces might be tasked against the surface elements of 

the adversary‟s Air Force (air bases, radar sites, surface-to-air 
missile sites, means of communication, etc.) as a contribution and 

acceleration in establishing air superiority or air supremacy. To 

achieve victory over the enemy‟s Land Forces, one‟s own Land and 
Air Forces traditionally fight together and Air Forces conduct close 

air support and air interdiction as air-to-surface attack missions. 
Several other illustrations could be cited regarding, for example 

data collection, or the effects of an airlift. The problematics of 
cross-domain effects have long since been exceeded. The target of 

today is to further integrate forces, to accelerate the creation of 

effects and to make data transfer during decision making and 
assessment much more seamless. 

Since one main guideline of MDO is convergence (which is not 

a distant notion from today‟s principle of „unity of effort‟) our 
forces should converge towards the most possibly effective 

structure without useless redundancies. It can be read in a number 
of publications that US Army develops several capabilities which 

contributes to its endeavor to become an MDO force. The Land 

Forces‟ efforts cover long range precision strike missile 
development, cruise missile improvements, unmanned aerial system 

(UAS) upgrades, air defense and air surveillance enhancements and 
so on. [8] [9] Instead of one service‟s transformation into MDO task 

force, every organ of the military should offer its capabilities 
through which a proper MDO task force could be built. 

Air Power is an inherently cross-/multi- or maybe all-domain 

part of armed forces as it was mentioned above. There would be 

two ways: one is to create an air force which merely concentrates on 
fighting for air dominance and conducting strategic attack against 

COGs and other services possess different airborne cross domain 
capabilities; or the other is to terminate the redundancies and letting 

Air Force to be a traditionally all-domain service/component. Since 
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its dawn, Air Power has abilities that create effects in multiple 
domains according to the then current era of warfare. In the 1910s 

only in air, land and sea, later also in EMS, space and cyber 
domains. In greater militaries, the above mentioned redundancies 

may be necessary, but during a mission of the Alliance, a 
reconsidered way of pooling and sharing or pooling and force 

generating method might be expedient. 

4. Targeting in MDO 

Targeting and the actions (operations) on the targets are also 

central aspects regarding the approach of MDO. Today‟s targeting 
cycle and methods are very efficient and well designed. Targeting is 

like fuel for military operations. However, originally targeting is 
most appropriate for Air Force operations, since during the targeting 

cycle target folders are developed for long range weapon systems 

and these target folders regularly contains high value and high pay-
off targets, centers of gravity, by now however, other than Air Force 

services are also able to create effects immediately in the depths of 
the enemy by long range precision missiles, air mobility operations 

and so on. 

The issue of today‟s targeting is being slow, more precisely, the 
frequency of targeting board sessions. Apart from the six phases of 

targeting cycle, the place of it in the battle rhythm is quite 

infrequent. The one or two meetings of the targeting board during a 
week is insufficient. At the same time, the political decision making 

authority should be also channeled into the targeting process quasi 
all the way. In the Alliance, NATO Military Committee approves 

all the target folders after the target development process. Possibly, 
a moderately prepared warfighting party possesses many target 

folders about so called deliberate targets (like key industry 
elements, bridges, power plants, air bases, and so on) but for 

dynamic and time sensitive targeting the sessions of targeting 

groups should be the continued. 

This proposed continuity most likely demands a lot from the 
human side. This is why the efforts of research and development 

should focus on big data computing, computer automation, artificial 
intelligence, and like. Those assets could foster the targeting 

process and add fuel for military operations permanently. 

During the early phases of a conflict, the struggle for airspace 
dominance is in the focus of the operations due to creating a relative 

safe environment for further military actions. This activity for 

airspace dominance is called offensive counter air operations. 
Doctrines says this is a joint endeavor and every/or most of the 

possible capabilities should be aimed against the target set of the 
adversary‟s air force and air defense (and against some others of 

course, like communication, leadership, etc.). In order to create a 
robust and swift effect on the enemy, the targets within this target 

sets should be attacked relatively in the same time. To this end, 

proper ISR (Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance) 
capability, fastened and continuous targeting process and long range 

precision fire capability is needed from multiple sources like 
surface-to-surface, air-to-surface, sea-to ground and air-to-air 

missiles as well. 

5. Summary 

From the perspective of this research, for enabling MDO a 

potent and unifying C2 system, well designed cross-domain effects 
and fast and responsive targeting are needed. Even if the thinking 

and concept development of the era of warfighting after joint has 
started in 2011, it is still a long way to develop a doctrine for multi-

domain operations. The efforts to create a novel method of warfare 
against peer and near-peer adversary should be a combined, and not 

conducted as a parallel research and development activity. Now it 
seems that even creating a doctrine for MDO this would 

complement today‟s procedures and will not overwrite them. 

In a future war against peer and near-peer adversary by effective 

and permanent ISR activity the information superiority could be 
created, by information superiority and swift targeting, decision 

superiority might be achieved and by well-organized cross-domain 
effects against proper target sets paralysis could be induced since 

we consider the adversary as a system. The MDO approach is not 
about inventing new military capabilities either for Air Forces or the 

whole military, but reorganize, harmonize and make the forces as 
effective as possible. 
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